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What we will cover today

2018 Nursing Salary Research Report

A candidate has accepted your offer. Now what?

Recruitment resources you can use



Nursing salary report

Male nurses make more than $6,000 
more per year than female nurses1

Salary negotiations

Relocating

Float pool/registry

Travel nursing



Nursing salary report

Salary is the most important compensation 
factor for all registered nurses2
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Salary is the most important compensation 
factor for all registered nurses2
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How satisfied are you with your current salary?



Nursing salary report

2

** Arrows highlight 
top 5 hardest roles 

to fill in your area



Nursing salary report

How do your salaries compare 
to our survey results?



Nursing Salary Report

Education and certification correlate with 
higher salaries.3

Female nurses with certification reduced the salary gap to $1,252

**6 next to number refers to sample size smaller than 5



Nursing salary report

Many RNs plan to pursue higher education, 
training or certification to boost their income.4
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Generations
Millennials 
(19-35)

Generation X 
(36-56)

Baby boomers 
(57-74)

What they looking for in a job  Want to be challenged
 Expect to learn
 Seek friendly, positive 

environments
 Dislike hierarchy
 Desire flex schedules
 Expect to be paid well
 Want to make a 

difference
 Expect options when 

making decisions

 Dynamic young leaders
 Desire to work with 

cutting-edge systems 
and tech

 Seek forward-thinking 
companies

 Desire flex schedules
 Value their input 

evaluated on merit 
instead of age/seniority

 Want to shine and be star
 Want to make a 

contribution
 Seek companies that fit 

with their personal 
vision/mission

 Like to work on teams
 Need clear, concise job 

expectations

Motivated by …  Working with other 
bright people 

 Time off

 Freedom from rules
 Time off

 Being valued, needed
 More compensation

Desired work and family life 
balance

 Work to live
 Balance is important (will 

only sacrifice balance 
occasionally)

 Value lifestyle over 
upward mobility – even 
promotions

 Work to live
 Balance is important 

(will only sacrifice 
balance occasionally)

 Live to work
 As they near retirement 

are more interested in 
flexible hours to create 
some balance in their 
lives



Nursing salary report

Understand what’s most important per generation and 
gender when hiring nurses.5

Salary Benefits
Regular 
merit 
raises

Career 
growth

All generations and genders agree with these rankings

1 2 3 4



Nursing salary report

Understand what’s most important per generation when 
hiring nurses.5

Millennials 
(19-35)

Generation X 
(36-56)

Baby boomers 
(57-74)

Average annual salary $65,877 $74,745 $82,033

Negotiate salary 17% always
32% never

22% always
29% never

24% always
33% never

Considering education, certification and 
training to boost salary

79% 57% 20%

Have certification 31% 40% 43%

Open to relocation 20% would 
39% would consider

18% would
38% would consider

12% would
31% would consider



Nursing salary report

Key findings for 
Washington nurses6

Always
23%

Most of 
the time

18%

Sometim
es

20%

Rarely
15%

Never
24%

How often do you 
negotiate salary at the 

start of each new 
position?

36% have professional certification

55% satisfied or very satisfied with salary

56% considering higher education, training or 
certification to boost salary

46% receive tuition reimbursement 

27% receive paid or reimbursed CE 



Offer accepted. Now what?



Assess your onboarding

Precepting

Residencies

Mentoring

Cultural fit



Assess your onboarding

What types of onboarding programs do you use?



Retention rates matter

Bottom line

Staffing

Reimbursement

Estimated to cost $300k for every turnover % point change



Retention rates matter

13%

13%

17%

19%

14%

15%

16%

14%

Millennials

Generation X

Baby boomers

Men

Women

Washington

Oregon

All nurses

Nurses who are considering 
leaving the profession

Can cost 2x that for RNs with 
specialty training/certification

Costs $37,000 to $58,000 
to replace each nurse



Improve your retention

Determine and share what makes your workplace appealing

Environment

Meaningful work

Shared Governance

Career growth

Compensation

Flexibility



Improve your retention

Have you been successful in differentiating 
your workplace in the market?



Retention benefits

Patient outcomes

Continuity of care

Staff satisfaction

Bottom line



Track recruiting metrics

First-year term rates

Time to fill

Hires to goal

Offer acceptance rate

Cost per hire

Vacancy rate

Retention rate



Track recruiting metrics

How many of these metrics do you use 
to benchmark?



Resources you can use

1. Your Nursing 
Recruitment 
Resource Blog

2. 2018 Nurse.com 
Salary Research 
Report

3. Weekly Recruitment 
Newsletter

4. The Key to Reducing 
Turnover

5. Turnover webinar

http://mediakit.nurse.com/blog/
http://mediakit.nurse.com/Nursing_Salary_Research_Report
http://mediakit.nurse.com/blog/
https://www.oncourselearning.com/keys-to-reducing-nurse-turnover/
https://www.oncourselearning.com/tips-to-reduce-nurse-turnover/
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